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By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
The Infant and Child Dev-
elopment Laboratories wil l
relocate to Klehm Hall today,
and will remain there for the
rest of the school year.
“After several meetings last
week,  culminating with a
meeting of the Infant and Child
Development Laboratories
staff, the decision was made to
seek another site in which to
operate the programs for the
remainder of  this  academic
year,”  said Martha Brown,
chair of the School of Family
and Consumer Sciences.
“The children wil l  begin
next week, but the university
students are meeting as usual,”
Brown said. “We anticipate that
the relocation can occur with
no disruption to EIU students
and with only minimal
disruption of  the child
development programs for
parents and young children.”
Buzzard renovations,
including possible safety
hazards,  caused the child
development lab to move into
Room 110 of Klehm Hall.
“The decision was made
because the (Buzzard Building)
renovations seem to have
escalated . . .  more than we
realized,” said Jayne Ozier,
program coordinator. “We just
did not know they were going
to be working in our area, we
thought that was going to occur
spring semester.
“We were in a fact-finding
process last week, that’s when
we really started talking about
i t  and gett ing input  from
faculty,” Ozier said. “Clearly,
parents’ concerns and interests
are always important to us.”
Fifty-four children, in five
different groups, participate in
the program for two hours in
the morning or the afternoon,
Ozier said.
Students enrolled in the
three-semester-hour child
development class also spend
three hours a week with their
practicum in the day care lab.
The lab,  which has been
located in Buzzard since the
mid-1970s, allows students to
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor
Kim Glover, a junior early childhood education major,
helps Danielle Pastern, a sophomore early childhood
education major, pack things up in the children
development lab so university workers can move them to
Klehm Hall Monday afternoon.
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor
In an effort to increase voter turn out in
Student Government elections, Student
Body President Jason Anselment is
proposing to change the elections from one
day to two.
Anselment said he hopes expanding the
number of days students can vote will
increase participation.
“I think this is a positive way to get
students out to vote,” he said. “Each year,
the student voter turnout varies and
hopefully it will increase by having the
two-day election.”
Student Government has two elections,
one in November and one in April, each
year. In last April’s Student Government
election 1,938 students cast ballots for the
election, which was 102 more than the
previous year’s election.
Gary Foster, former vice chair for the
faculty senate, said the faculty senate also
has two-day elections.
“We conduct the two-day elections so all
of the faculty members can participate in
the election,” he said. “Our faculty may
only teach on Monday, Wednesday or
Friday or just on Tuesday and Thursday,
and some teach off-campus so they may not
be able to vote when we have our elections
because of their schedules.”
Foster said many students, like the
faculty, have busy schedules and may not
be able to vote on the day of the election.
Gail Richard, chair for the faculty senate,
agreed with Foster. “I think the move to
have the two-day elections is good to
accommodate students’ schedules.”
Anselment said the proposal will likely
be tabled so senate members can look over
the bill before making a decision.
“I can’t think of any reason why senate
wouldn’t want the elections to be two days
long,” Anselment said. “Having the
elections one extra day won’t cause any
extra expenses because volunteers run the
poll booths.”
Anselment said if the bill is passed and
the first election doesn’t run smoothly,
Student Government should try it for a year
to see if it increases voter turnout.
“If we come to an obstacle with the bill,
we should work with it instead of changing
Anselment
proposes
two-day vote
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Off-campus students need to be aware
of city ordinances to help avoid fines, said
Jeff Finley, city planner.
Finley said students frequently violate
ordinances because they don’t know they
exist.
“The biggest thing students seem to run
afoul of is parking in the yard,” Finley
said. “No one is allowed to park anywhere
there is grass or across sidewalks.”
Finley said the fines for violating these
ordinances for the first time are a
minimum $40 fine for parking on the
grass and $10 fine for parking across a
sidewalk.
A team of three inspectors work with
police to enforce the ordinances, Finley
said.
“Each inspector picks a different route
each day and checks a different part of
town,” Finley said. “We don’t just check
student residences, we check all over
town.”
Brian Bower, city attorney, said
students often violate the nuisance
ordinance.
“This prohibits any loud noise, like
music and restricts burning in the city of
Charleston,” Bower said. “Bon fires are
not allowed unless someone has a permit
from the fire department.”
Another ordinance students frequently
violate is indoor/outdoor furniture. Any
couches, recliners or other upholstered
furniture should to be kept inside and is
not allowed on porches, Finley said.
“If it is not specifically designed to be
outside, it does not belong there,” Finley
said.
Bower said there are also health reasons
By MINDY BUYCK
Staff writer
At the first LEAD meeting of the year,
Student Body President Jason Anselment
told 10 members that this year’s program
will be what they make of it. 
“Think of  (LEAD) as a 40 to 50
minute class where (the members) are the
teachers and we talk about things (they)
want to know about,” Anselment said at
the Monday meeting. “The good thing
about this class is there is no grade at the
end.”
LEAD, a program designed primarily
for new students, gives students a chance
to learn about  and get  involved in
campus organizations. 
Anselment told the students  how
LEAD operates. He said it gives students
a chance to ask questions about the
campus and discuss issues they might not
get to in their classes.
Anselment said his goals for LEAD
are to give guidance and to get  the
students to start looking at the big picture
of how the campus works. Based on
participation at the first LEAD meeting,
Anselment said he is looking forward to
working with the new members.
“I’m really pleased because what I was
real ly hoping for  is  a  group of
enthusiastic individuals,” he said at the
Monday meeting. “They asked a lot of
good quest ions and I  think we are
moving in the right direction.”
Elizabeth Halbert, freshman business
management major, said the program is
good for students.
“It’s really great because it lets you
know that students have a say about what
goes on here on campus,” Halbert said.
Student  Senate member Jackie
Magrath, who participated in LEAD last
year, said the program gave her good
experience, and she hopes she can recruit
more students for this year’s program.
“I learned more at LEAD last year
than I did in my freshman seminar and
classes,” Magrath said. “If you are the
kind of person who wants to be involved
outside of classes then LEAD is the place
for you.”
“I know I want to be involved but I’m
Off-campus students: Be aware of city fines
LEAD gives new Eastern students a chance to get involved
Each inspector picks a
different route each day
and checks a different part of
town.”
–Jeff Finley,
city planner 
“
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why the furniture should stay
inside.
“It is not attractive to look at
and poses a danger because it
attracts rodents and other ani-
mals,” Bower said.
There is also a visual blight
law, Finley said. This applies to
any garbage or trash left in the
yard that should be cleaned up.
Finley said the most common
violations happen when people
don’t clean up after parties and
leave bottles and cans in their
yard.
“If it  isn’t supposed to be
there, it  can be classified as
visual blight and a person can
be fined,” Finley said.
If students have problems
with their landlords not fixing
things, they can call the city
planner’s office downtown for
assistance. The landlord can be
fined and the amount doubles
each day the repairs  are not
made, Finley said.
Finley said the amount of the
fine is usually determined by the
inspector and depends on if the
landlord has past violations.
Bower said fines range from
$1 to $750 and are determined
by the inspector or the judge.
The fines, if left unpaid, double
each day.
If a student receives a ticket,
they are entered into a computer
and the fines increase the sec-
ond time they are ticketed.
“We try to give people as
many warnings as we can before
we give out t ickets,” Finley
said. “Unfortunately, some peo-
ple seem to learn the hard way.”
it back to the way it was,” he said.
Foster said the two-day elections won’t diminish voter turnout, but
increase it.
“The faculty senate has had a positive experience with the two-day
election, and I think it will be a benefit for the Student Government,” he
said.
The bill also tells campaigners where to hang their promotions.
ORDINANCESfrom page one 
VOTEfrom page one 
WASHINGTON (AP) – Nation of Islam leader
Louis Farrakhan is seeking the government’s per-
mission to accept  $1 bi l l ion from Libya’s
Moammar Gadhafi, a gift he says would be used to
mobilize American black voters and bolster their
economic strength.
Farrakhan formally applied last week to the
Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets
Control, asking that he be allowed to accept the
pledged money as a humanitarian gesture, said a
federal official who spoke only on condition of
anonymity.
Because of its links to terrorism, Libya for years
has been under U.S. sanctions that bar most busi-
ness transactions between the two countries and
limit travel.
The donation from Gadhafi was pledged during
a visit to Libya as part of Farrakhan’s foreign tour
last January, which also included stops in Iran,
Nigeria and Sudan.
In addition, Farrakhan needs separate approval
for  an upcoming tr ip to Libya to receive a
$250,000 humanitarian award Gadhafi donates
each year.
An Associated Press reporter who went to the
Nation of Islam’s Chicago headquarters seeking
comment was turned away by staff members, who
said spokesman James Muhammed was too busy
to talk.
Telephone calls to the religious organization
were not returned.
Farrakhan, organizer of last year’s Million Man
March in Washington, has said he would use the
money to promote economic opportunity for
blacks by building schools and factories, and for
charitable purposes.
During his meeting with Gadhafi, the two men
also discussed how to increase the influence of
U.S. minorities in this election year and agreed to
work together to mobilize “oppressed minorities to
play a significant role in American political life,”
Libya’s official news agency reported.
Gadhafi said then that after years of confronting
the United States from outside, the plan would
provide “a loophole to enter the fortress and to
confront  i t  f rom within.” Farrakhan drew
widespread criticism for the trip, which included
meetings with Gadhafi, Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein and Nigerian ruler Gen. Sani Abacha.
White House spokesman Mike McCurry referred
to it as “a thugfest tour.” Gadhafi, a pariah among
world leaders, has been laboring for years to reha-
bilitate his standing through back-channel contacts
with the United States.
McCurry characterized Farrakhan’s meeting
with the Libyan leader as part of an effort by
Gadhafi “to worm his way back into the good
graces of the world” without turning over two
Libyan suspects in the 1989 bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland.
Islam leader wants permission
to accept $1 million from Libya
CHICAGO (AP) – When Dick
Durbin casts Illinois’ votes for
President Clinton at the
Democratic National Con-
vention on Wednesday, the U.S.
Senate candidate may capture a
few seconds of TV time before
millions of viewers.
That alone may make it worth
attending the four-day conven-
tion for Durbin, a Springfield
congressman, who was little
known outside his downstate
district until he captured his
party’s nomination last spring.
Durbin faces Republican state
Rep. Al Salvi of Mundelein in
what is expected to be one of
this year’s most expensive, hard-
fought Senate battles.
Durbin is trying to capitalize
on his position as chairman of
the Illinois delegation to raise
money, hobnob with party
activists and build his name
recognition.
“I knew that the Chicago con-
vention was going to play an
important role, if not helping me
personally, in firing up the
Democratic Party in Illinois,”
Durbin said.
By contrast, Salvi was not a
member of the Illinois delega-
tion at the Republican National
Convention and intended to stay
home and campaign. New York
Sen. Alfonse D’Amato, chair-
man of the Republican
Senatorial Campaign Com-
mittee, which had pledged
Salvi’s campaign $1 million,
eventually coaxed him to
California. Salvi’s whirlwind
visit brought him alongside Gov.
Jim Edgar when the governor
cast the state’s convention votes.
Durbin’s role got a boost from
Chicago Mayor Richard Daley,
who sized up his busy role as
host mayor to the convention
and said in May he did not want
to chair the Illinois delegation,
as he had in 1992.
Daley said he wanted Durbin
for the job. That gave Durbin an
important stamp of approval in
the eyes of other Democrats,
said Illinois Democratic Party
Chairman Gary LaPaille.
Durbin to cast votes for
Clinton Wednesday
not quite sure in what,” said
Ryan Struebing, a undeclared
freshman.  “I  l ike LEAD
because they are going to bring
in other organizations and I can
pick and choose from that.”
This  year  a t  the LEAD
meetings, Anselment said he
would like to bring people from
The Daily Eastern News to talk
about the relationship between
student leaders and the press.
The next LEAD meeting will
be held at 7 p.m., Monday, Sep.
9 in the Arcola/Tuscola Room.
LEAD
from page one 
FARIBAULT, Minn. (AP) – A 64-year-old Illinois man was
killed Monday morning when the plane he was piloting crashed near
this southern Minnesota town.
Authorities identified the pilot as Robert Hunter of Rock Island,
Ill.
Rice County authorities say the single-engine plane went down in
a field close to the border of Rice and Steele counties near Interstate
35.
Hunter, who was alone, had radioed air traffic controllers about
engine trouble.
The plane belonged to Midway Oil in Rock Island. Hunter had
dropped off two company employees in the Twin Cities area and
was headed to Davenport, Iowa, when the plane crashed.
Illinois pilot dies in crash
implement child development
learning activities and learn
guidance skills through hands
on experiences.
Parents pay $100 a semester
for pre-schoolers and toddlers
to go to the lab f ive days a
week. The cost is $80 for tod-
dlers who attend three days a
week,  and $55 for infants who
come two mornings a week,
Ozier said.
CHILD
from page one 
BEIJING (AP) – Despi te
catastrophic floods in its south-
ern “rice bowl” growing region,
China is expecting a good rice
harvest this year.
“The overall output of early
rice in the country still has reg-
istered an increase, though not
as big as expected,” Agriculture
Ministry official Wu Hongyao
told the state-run China Daily
in a report Monday.
Seasonal  ra ins  inundated
southern China this summer,
flooding hundreds of thousands
of acres and claiming about
3,000 lives.
About 3,000 square miles of
crops – an area roughly the size
of Rhode Island and Delaware
combined – were reported
destroyed.
Rains  re lented by mid-
August, and flood waters began
to recede from farmland around
the Yellow and Yangtze river
regions.
Wu said harvests of grain,
sugar-cane and oi l -bear ing
crops also appear largely unaf-
fected.
Total economic losses have
been off ic ial ly  est imated at
more than $11 billion.
Crop good despite floods
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Minimum wage increase to benefit working students
By ELLEN EARDLEY
Administration editor
The federal minimum wage increase that will
take effect Oct. 1 eventually will benefit students,
said Vice President for Student Affairs Lou
Hencken.
“It’s like everything else, there’s both good and
bad in it,” Hencken said. “The good thing is stu-
dents will be making more money.”
President Bill Clinton passed legislation this
summer that increases the minimum wage from
$4.25 to $4.75 an hour. By next August, the mini-
mum wage will have increased to $5.15 an hour.
But,  the increase may cause problems at
Eastern because the budgets for this year and next
year already have been approved. And, it will take
several years for the budget to be adjusted to
accomodate the minimum wage increase.
“Once the budget has become adjusted, things
will be better for students,” said Hencken, esti-
mating that adjustments could be made in about
three years.
Depending who their employer is, students may
see an increase in their upcoming paychecks. 
Since Eastern has a decentralized system of
budgets in which each department, unit or group
has its own budget, the increase in the minimum
wage will be handled differently throughout cam-
pus.
“I can’t give a blanket statement about what
will happen,” Hencken said. “Every department
will handle it differently.”
Employers with sufficient funds may be able to
increase students’ wages without decreasing
hours. Those with smaller budgets may have to
decrease students’ hours.
“Some departments cannot exist without stu-
dent help,” Hencken said, citing both Booth
Library and housing for examples.
Allen Lanham, dean of library services, said
that the library will not cut student employees’
hours.
Students who are employed through the work-
study program, will make 50 cents more per hour,
but will not see a larger paycheck because of a
decrease in hours.
“The federal government increased the mini-
mum wage, but they didn’t increase the amount in
work-study,” Hencken said.
The federal  government sets  a  maximum
amount that students can earn through  work-
study programs. 
“In some areas, quite honestly, we are begging
for workers,” Hencken said. “What is more of a
concern in housing right now is how to get people
working.”
Residence hall dining services has been under-
staffed for the last several years.
“(Student) housing staff is completely paid for
with the fees people pay,” Hencken said. “By the
end of the second raise in minimum wage, it will
probably increase housing’s budget by $200,000.
That’s going to have to be made up.”
Down the road the minimum wage increase will
likely cause the cost of room and board at Eastern
to increase, but housing fees usually go up every
year. 
“There’s been an increase in room and board
for the last 19 years,” Hencken said.
Familiarity brings faculty member back to Charleston
By CHRISTIAN SCHIAVONE
Staff writer
Annette Samuels has worked as a press
secretary in Washington D.C., an executive
editor in New York and has now returned to
Charleston to join Eastern’s journalism
department, fulfilling her goal of becoming a
teacher.
“I don’t claim to have all the answers and
strongly believe that respectful debate is
important in the learning environment,”
Samuels said. 
“My method of teaching includes asking
questions, encouraging inquiry and having
faith in young people’s abilities,” she said.
Samuels first taught a course on commu-
nication and diversity as a distinguished pro-
fessor during the summer of 1991 at Eastern.
Previous experience, familiarity and
acquaintances from Charleston helped bring
Samuels to Eastern.
“I am most looking
forward to working
with young people and
having an opportunity
to get a greater grasp
on what is happening
in higher education, in
particular,” she said.
Samuels is leaving
politics, but said she
may return.
“How do you stay away from the most
exiting arena in the United States of
America?” Samuels said.
She said she is planning to teach for 10
years and may let her career as a teacher con-
clude her resume.
Samuels, now 61, served as the assistant
press secretary to President James Carter and
then as the press secretary and director of
commerce for Washington D.C. Mayor
Marion Barry.
While serving Barry, she was forced to the
front of a controversy concerning Barry’s
conviction for smoking crack cocaine and
committing perjury.
Samuels said she has mostly fond memo-
ries of her experiences with Barry, but his
later years are a tragedy to her.
“He betrayed my trust and the public’s,”
she said.
Since then she has spoken out against
Washington D.C.’s support and re-election of
Barry and one of her aspirations is to finish a
biography of Barry, which she began five
years ago.
Samuels worked in Washington as a press
secretary for the Government Operations
Committee chaired     by Congressman John
Conyers, D-Mich., and as an aide to
Congressman Charles Rangel, D-N.Y.
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Open auditions for Eastern’s
major theater productions of the
semester will begin today.
The auditions are at 7 p.m. today,
Wednesday and Thursday on the
Mainstage in the Doudna Fine Arts
Building.
The auditions are for several
plays, said C.P. Blanchette, a pro-
fessor in the theater department.
“Fashion,” the first theater pro-
duction of this semester, is a come-
dy about a woman who wants to
advance in a society way beyond
her education. 
Students can also try out for the
traditional “A Christmas Carol,”
and two student-directed produc-
tions.
“There should be quite a few stu-
dents that were here last year that
will be trying out,” Blanchette said.
“They should go quite well.”
Blanchette said open auditions
are held every year “for people on
the campus to have a chance to try
out if they are interested in being in
the theater.”
Blanchette said he hopes to get
new people out who are interested
and can make the time commit-
ment.
He added students do not have
to be theater majors to try out.
He said casting is done early in
the semester to help students.
“Chances are, if we have a large
semester we’ll do casting at the
beginning of the semester,”
Blanchette said.
“But generally we’ll do it in late
fall, that way people know what
they are doing for the semester.”
Blanchette said there are also
children’s plays performed last
summer that have been brought
back this semester.
“The Arkansaw Bear,” a chil-
dren’s show from last summer, has
already been cast and will begin
running for four days after Labor
Day, Blanchette said.
“Puss in Boots” will be per-
formed shortly after and will
also run for four days.
Actors needed for fall theater A P.A.R.T.N.E.R.S./Life
Skills seminar, Freshman and
Transfer Student Athlete
Orientation, will help new
Eastern athletes balance their
college activities.
Panther Athletes Reaching
Toward a Network of
Educational Resources and
Supporting services will host
the program from 7:45 to 10
p.m. Today and Thursday in
Lumpkin Hall Room 122, said
Rosie Kramarski, the program
coordinator.
“We provide workshops to
help student athletes create a
more well-balanced lifestyle
and help them prepare for life
after their playing days are
over,” Kramarski said.
The orientation is the first
event of the year for the organi-
zation, which focuses on athlet-
ics, academics, community ser-
vice, personal development and
career development.
Jennifer Reed today will
speak about priority registration
and the importance of using the
help of advisers.
A panel discussion also is
planned so former and present
student athletes can discuss
their experiences during col-
lege.
Thursday Colonel David
Sims of ROTC will discuss
how athletes can get involved
with the group. He will also
speak on leadership roles of
student athletes.
Bonnie Buckley will speak
about date and acquaintance
rape and the responsibilities of
student athletes. 
JASON JONES/staff photographer
Carl Tornberg, a junior history major, washes dishes at Taylor Hall
dining service.
Program to aid athletes
Auditions
will be held
this week
Annette Samuels
I am most looking forward to working with young people and
having an opportunity to get a greater grasp on what is happening in
higher education.”
–Annette Samuels,
Journalism faculty member
“
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“A service beyond all recompenseweighs so heavy that it almost gives
offense.
-Pierre Corneille
today’s quote
CIPS should better
serve community,
student customers
Citadel women deserve equal opportunities
Customer service is invaluable for local busi-
nesses.
However, Central Illinois Public Service Co.
(CIPS) chose to ignore the concerns of its new cus-
tomers this month when off-campus students
moved back to Charleston.
The local utility company did not offer students
a place in Charleston where they could sign up for
gas or electricity or ask
questions about certain
services.
Instead, new CIPS cus-
tomers were required to drive to the Mattoon office
and show a driver’s license or other identification
for their power to be hooked up. Former customers
could call the office to reinstate their services.
CIPS closed its office in Charleston two years
ago because of restructuring. However, last year
employees recognized the students’ needs and
opened a local extension office while students
were moving into their new apartments and hous-
es.
Company officials saw the importance for face-
to-face communication, and served their customers
as best as they could.
This year they chose to serve no one.
Students and residents can do nothing about the
business’ customer relations because residents are
forced to use CIPS utilities or go without.
Customers don’t have a choice in utility compa-
nies – their housing location determines the utility
company that services each housing unit.
Therefore, the company should show concern
for its customers and serve them however needed. 
It seems CIPS officials have the attitude that stu-
dents will buy their utilities no matter what, so
why bother making an effort to accommodate their
needs.
The company officials also are doing the same
thing with their other customers. The Mattoon
office will be closed after September 13 because of
further downsizing and reconstruction.
If a company is forced to downsize and cut back
on spending, the customers should be the last to
feel the result. 
CIPS, like any other business, needs to remem-
ber the customers keep the company open. 
In the future, CIPS should be a better service to
its customers and act like a responsible business in
the community.
Editorial
Dear editor:
The recent well-choreographed
GOP convention is a feather in the
party’s hat. Too bad, the media were
unwilling to cover this event as
news. The role of the media is to
provide information to the public.
Participatory democratic values is
the pillar that this nation stands on. I
wonder why the media decided to
abrogate its role as the fourth estate
of the realm in this anxiety-filled
period of our history? Does the per-
ception of liberal bias ring true as a
fallout from this convention? The
reader be the judge.
Conflict or divergence of view in
any political party is not the main-
stay of media coverage and it should
never have played a dominant role
in the convention’s minimal cover-
age. Talking heads from all the net-
works insulted the intelligence of
the American electorate.  Thank
goodness, we have C-Span.
The GOP may be reinventing
itself after the debacle of the 104th
Congress,this is its prerogative in
order to become the majority party
in the nation.
Clinton, during the 1992 cam-
paign, called himself, and those of
the Democratic Leadership Con-
ference, New Democrats. Why then
is the media criticizing the new
emerging GOP? The Republican
Party, in order to successfully carry
out its program, therefore has the
right to remake itself so as to be
able to appeal to the great many citi-
zens of this country.
The gender gap is  the GOP’s
Achilles’ heel and those issues that
affect women were addressed ...
except, however, abortion. Most of
the speeches delivered had reso-
nance in the heartland of America.
Illegal immigration, welfare, crime
and opportunity.  Are the media
oblivious to these except  when
bleeding heart liberals articulate
these concerns?
Koppel and the others dropped
the ball when they should have car-
ried it all the way to the heartland of
the nation. Women and blacks did a
really good job at presenting the
new GOP. A big tent is their desire
and they may have tapped into the
worries of the American people.
Reagan would be proud of the
emerging party of Lincoln.
The media must earn America’s
trust and this can only be achieved
by the dissemination of news as it
happens and not by the media’s
spin.
Our democracy will not be well
served if when the media see what
they do not like, they pick up its
marbles and run. The role of the
media is to educate and inform.
M.A. Olatoye Baiyewu
graduate student in political
science
your turnStudent claims media
lack proper coverage
of GOP convention
I may be giving unwarranted
credit to them, but I applaud The
Citadel for “enthusiastically”
welcoming women into the
school this year. 
I mean, just a year ago we saw
the cadets and maybe even the
officers (in the privacy of their
offices) cheering and dancing in
the rain when Shannon Faulkner
quit The Citadel.
And, now they are welcoming
four female cadets, Nancy Mace,
Kim Messer, Jeanie Mentavlos and Petra Lovetinska into
the school with “open arms.” 
“Hell Week” at The Citadel started yesterday. As of
Monday evening, all women were present and accounted
for.
“It seems like the woman are doing very well,” Bryant
Butler, the top-ranking student officer at Citadel told an
Associated Press reporter Sunday. “They are interacting
with their classmates. It’s been amazing.”
Why is that amazing?
Is it amazing because these women are following in
the footsteps of Faulkner, who fought for two years to
become the first female cadet, but then quit after four
days.
Or,is it amazing just because they are women?
The Citadel should not compare these four women to
Faulkner. Most likely, it will though.
But these women are stronger, tougher and more expe-
rienced than Faulkner.
Mace’s father is a 1963 Citadel graduate and her older
sister is a West Point graduate.
Mentavlos joins her older brother, a senior, at The
Citadel.
And, both Messer and Lovetinska participated in
JROTC programs. 
So, judging from their history, the women are ready. 
Are the men?
When the news that The Citadel would accept women
into the school - two-days after
the supreme court declared the
Virginia Military Institute’s
male-only policy unconstitution-
al - Chance Wilson, a senior,
took the news to heart.
“I’m hurt,” he told a reporter. 
“I mean, this is a school that I
love and to see it change so
drastically it hurts.” 
Poor guy. 
“Young men come to The
Citadel to find out who they
really are, he continued. “You can’t do that anymore.
There’s no place left to go for that. VMI and The Citadel
were the only places left.”
And now, what will he do? 
Fortunately for him, and other male cadets who feel
that way, The Citadel has already thought of that. 
To get ready for the new admission policy, The Citadel
created the Plan for Assimilation of Female Cadets.
The plan is a list of 41 new “issues,” including female
role models, safety and dress codes, that The Citadel will
have to deal with now that women are participating. 
But another issue discussed in the plan is how the
school can rally support for the co-educational system
among the male cadets.
The Citadel’s plan: Develop a detailed training pro-
gram to gain their support. According to the plan, this
will require additional training time early in the year and
an attempt to bring alumni in to support the new co-edu-
cational system.
It’s a great start. 
But maybe the cadets and faculty members who are
still reluctant about the co-educational policy should just
look around and watch the women cadets perform.
Their abilities might just surprise them. 
–Natalie Gott is associate news editor and a regular
columnist  for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
address is cunmg@bgu.edu.
NATALIE GOTT
Regular columnist
“The Citadel
should not
compare these
four women to
Faulkner.
Unfortunately,
it probably
will.”
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in the daily eastern news
By COLLEEN SARNA
Staff writer 
Four Eastern professors traveled
around the world throughout the pre-
vious school year to set up student
exchange programs and develop
research programs. 
Richard Crome, an associate Spanish professor,
traveled to Mexico to set up internship programs for
students who want to improve their foreign language
skills and learn first-hand about the culture.
Scott Crawford, a physical education professor, par-
ticipated in a collaborative research program with fac-
ulty and graduate students in England.
Carolyn Cooper, an associate special education pro-
fessor, conducted a collaborative research project enti-
tled “Responsiveness to Mothers and Fathers in Russia
when Communicating with their Young Children.” She
worked with faculty and public school teachers in
Russia.
Wolfgang Schlauch, a history professor, presented a
series of lectures and initiated a faculty and student
exchange program in Australia.
Jyoti Prasad, a business professor, presented a paper
at the Global Conference on Small and Medium
Industry in India. Prasad traveled to Bangalore,
Bombay.
The faculty received $500 International Travel
Stipend Awards sponsored by the Office of Faculty
Development and the Office of the Graduate School,
Research and International Programs said Garret
DeRuiter, coordinator of the faculty development pro-
gram. The awards are granted through appropriated
funds through the graduate program. 
“We would like to increase the number and amount
(of stipends) because obviously international travel is
more expensive than $500,” DeRuiter said.
Faculty members that were chosen to participate
submitted applications last year. 
“The main criteria is establishing long-term relations
with international institutions,” DeRuiter said. 
Faculty members who presented papers and attend-
ed international conferences also were considered for
the program.
Three other faculty members; professors David
Radavich, Anne Zahlan and assistant professor Joy
Kammerling presented a paper at the International
Durrell Society in Egypt. 
Faculty members can apply for the stipends either
by early November or late spring, DeRuiter said.
Students disturb Hardee’s Friday
By BRITT CARSON
and ROB STROUD
Staff writers
Two Eastern students were
cited Friday morning for disor-
derly conduct at Hardee’s, at 315
Lincoln.
Alex Hagler,  21,  of 1101
Harrison Ave., and James Lynch,
21, of 956 Division St., were
cited at 1:43 a.m. on Friday, with
disorderly conduct,  a police
report stated.
In other city and campus
news:
■ Ann Burke, 19, of Orland
Park, was cited at  8:33 p.m.
Wednesday at Sixth Street and
Harrison Avenue, with driving
under the influence of alcohol,
failure to yield at a stop sign and
illegal consumption of alcohol
by a minor, a police report stat-
ed.
■ Curt Schafer, 28, of 711 11th
St. ,  reported that sometime
between 10 p.m. Thursday and
7:50 a.m. on Friday, two 5/8 of
an inch stab marks in each of the
tires on his 1988 Isuzu Trooper.
Stab marks were also found on
the spare tire mounted on the
tailgate, a police report stated.
■ Mel Himes, manager of Will
Rogers Theater,  705 Monroe
Ave., reported that a female resi-
dent living across the street from
the theater told him several light
bulbs were smashed on the side-
walk in front of her building.
Himes said he discovered 28
light bulbs were missing from
the Will Rogers Theater, a police
report said.
■ Robert G. Homeyer reported
to campus police that his bicycle
was stolen between 4 p.m. on
Aug. 15 and 10 a.m. on Aug. 19
from the bike rack at University
Court near the Elliot Building, a
police report stated.
■ Meredith Smietanski,  19,
reported a sweatshirt was stolen
from her room in Andrews Hall
on Aug. 18, a police report stat-
ed.
World travel opens doors
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Clay-mation
Annie Oxinio, a junior art major, molds and sculps the shape of a bowl
Monday afternoon for her art class in the Doudna Fine Arts Building.
Tarble displays folk art
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Tarble Arts Center is displaying
40 pieces of artwork from a
recently deceased folk artist.
Arthur Ryan Walker was a folk
artist, which is a self trained artist
whose work represents traditions
of an ethnic or religious group,
family, community or geographic
area.
Most of his art is carvings of
childhood memories. He was also
inspired by folk art from various
cultures, said Michael Watts,
director of the Tarble Arts Center.
Most of Walker’s carvings are
made of wood and he made the
parts for his carvings himself,
Watts said. For example, he cut
and fashioned his own harnesses
for certain works out of leather.
Even when Walker modeled
sculptures after someone else’s
work, Watts said it would still
look like it was his original cre-
ation.
“His work was chosen to be
displayed because of the quality of
the work,” Watts said. “He had his
own unique vision.”
Walker was born and raised in
Sullivan, Illinois, Watts said. He
then became an iron worker and
traveled around the country.
BLOTTER
Police
The main criteria is establishing long-term
relations with international institutions.”
–Garret DeRuiter,
faculty development program coordinator“
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CHICAGO (AP) – Democrats opened
their 42nd national convention Monday
with a pointed anti-crime message that
echoed from President Clinton’s cam-
paign train through the festive hall where
his party made its case for another term in
the White House and a return to power in
Congress.
“Four More Years” was the party’s
Chicago credo, and as Clinton made a
whistlestop journey to his convention
city, allies moved from meeting to meet-
ing spreading a simple gospel: Keep the
heat on the GOP.
“Early to bed, early to rise, work like
hell and organize,” Vice President Al
Gore told New York delegates in a morn-
ing pep talk.
As Clinton’s train rolled across Ohio,
Hillary Rodham Clinton visited several
delegations and offered a straightforward
pitch for her husband’s re-election: “It’s
been a good four years for the people of
this country.” Like the Republican con-
vention before it, the Democrats’ gather-
ing was a carefully drawn, made-for-TV
affair  – this one designed to praise
Clinton’s record as president and portray
the Republicans as more conservative
than the image presented in San Diego.
Delegates were dancing the Macarena
to a Latin beat when the convention was
gaveled to order Monday, and several
new polls provided reason to celebrate:
Clinton enjoyed a lead of 10 points or
more over Republican Bob Dole and
Reform Party nominee Ross Perot.
Dozens of Democratic speakers
designed to reflect the party’s diversity –
and occasional dissent – were asked to
keep remarks short and crisp. Giant video
monitors brought, via satellite, updates
from Clinton’s rail journey, and 150,000
balloons waited in the rafters to be
dropped on Thursday’s finale.
There was t ight security around
Chicago’s United Center, and a giant
police presence throughout the city where
the 1968 Democratic convention was
marred by anti-Vietnam war protests and
violence.
“The world is watching,” chanted
protesters who got into a small scuffle
with police while denouncing Clinton for
signing a Republican welfare reform bill.
Many of the delegates were unhappy
with administration welfare policy, too,
but most were eager to set that difference
aside in hopes of making Clinton the first
Democratic president elected to a second
term since Franklin Roosevelt more than
60 years ago. Not since 1980 have
Democrats convened with an incumbent
president; unlike Jimmy Carter then,
Clinton escaped a primary challenge.
The opening-day program went from
predictable to unorthodox.
The early sessions included slots for
House Minority Leader Richard Gephardt
and Senate Democratic leader Tom
Daschle to make their  case that
Democrats deserved another chance to
control both the legislative and executive
branches.
“Next January, we will call to order a
Congress that sustains education, protects
the environment not the polluters, stands
up for a woman’s right to choose and
strengthens Medicare instead of slashing
it,” Gephardt said.
But the politicians were gone from the
podium by the evening’s final hour –
when the mainstay television networks
were tuning in.
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CHICAGO (AP) – Two
national polls released Monday
found President Clinton with a
sizable lead over Republican
presidential nominee Bob Dole
among registered voters as the
Democratic National
Convention got under way:
Clinton was supported by 49
percent, Dole 32 percent and
Reform Party nominee Ross
Perot by 8 percent in a sampling
of 775 registered voters
Wednesday through Sunday for
the PoliticsNow Internet site by
ICR Survey Research Group.
With a sampling-error margin
of plus or minus 4 percentage
points, those results were statis-
tically unchanged from an Aug
16-20 PoliticsNow poll that
found Clinton leading 47 per-
cent to 34 percent for Dole and
9 percent for Perot.
An Aug. 14-18 poll – during
and after the Republican
National Convention – had
found Dole narrowing the mar-
gin to 8 percentage points, down
from 24 points in a PoliticsNow
poll in early August.
An ABC News nightly track-
ing poll found no change from
results released Sunday –
Clinton leading by 9 points
among all registered voters but
just 5 points among those who
said they are certain to vote in
November.
ABC’s Saturday-Sunday sam-
ple of 1,008 registered voters
(sampling error margin plus or
minus 3 percentage points)
found 47 percent backing
Clinton, 38 percent Dole and 9
percent Perot. The split among
814 “certain” voters (4-percent-
age point error margin) was 47
percent for Clinton, 42 percent
for Dole and 8 percent for Perot.
Dole’s support appeared
slightly higher in the ABC
tracking than the PoliticsNow
poll. Such differences can result
from variations in question
wording or other survey meth-
ods.
Clinton increases lead over opponents
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) –
Republican running mates Bob
Dole and Jack Kemp are heading
for sidelines on the West Coast to
wait out the Democratic conven-
tion. But don’t expect them to
maintain silence or a low profile.
“The windy city of Chicago is
really going to be windy....
There will be a lot of hot air,”
Dole said here at an enthusiastic
rally before heading to Santa
Barbara, Calif., for a working
vacation.
Kemp, who joined Dole at the
rally after two days of campaign-
ing solo, was heading today to his
own vacation at Laguna Beach,
Calif.
Both, however, planned to mix
vacationing with public appear-
ances in an effort to get some
attention during the Democratic
convention.
“This is their convention. We’re
going to treat their convention
with respect, without us trying to
run around and cut ribbons,”
Kemp said in an interview
Sunday. Would he watch it on
television? “I imagine I will. A lot
of my friends are speaking there.” 
Dole and Kemp go
on working vacation
Democrats echo anti-crime message at convention
ConventionDEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
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BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) – The Red Cross
accused police Monday of violating international
law by using an ambulance marked with its sym-
bol to battle protesters in southern Colombia.
Television footage of a riot in the town of
Florencia on Friday showed police handing out
tear gas canisters to comrades from the back of a
vehicle with the Red Cross symbol.
The white ambulance should be used only to
transport sick and wounded, and the use of the
Red Cross insignia for riot control violates the
Geneva Conventions, a Red Cross spokesman
said. The conventions regulate rules of conflict.
“You cannot transport arms in any vehicle
which bears the Red Cross symbol, and the
police know this,” spokesman Carlos Rios said.
Police said they used the ambulance to ferry
tear gas because the security situation was criti-
cal. Interior Minister Horacio Serpa said he
could not comment until studying the police
report.
First female cadets
begin ‘Hell Week’
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) – Roused from bed before day-
break with shouts and heavy-metal rock, the four women cadets at
The Citadel got short haircuts, received uniforms and started
intense military training alongside their male counterparts
Monday.
Although two of the women shed a few tears – as did some of
the men – everyone seemed to be adapting well, said interim col-
lege President Clifton Poole.
“They’re trying to march. They’re trying to stand straight.
They’re trying to salute and they are trying to just keep their
composure together,” he said.
In June, after a 3-year legal battle, The Citadel decided to end
its 153-year-old men-only policy and admit women. The move
came two days after the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional
the all-male admissions policy at Virginia Military Institute, the
nation’s only other all-male public college.
The four women at The Citadel were on their way to becoming
the first women to take the cadet oath. Shannon Faulkner became
a cadet a year ago under a court order but fell ill the first day of
training, left school four days later and never took the oath.
The beat of the AC/DC song “Hell’s Bells” echoed through a
barracks courtyard in the dark as the intense freshmen military
training known as “Hell Week” began. 
Upperclassmen shouted, “Get up, knobs!” Later, while men
received the traditional close haircuts that earn freshmen the name
“knobs,” the women got slightly longer cuts, though their hair
was still well off the collar and above the ears.
“I didn’t think it would be that short,” senior Gary Foster said
after seeing Nancy Mace’s new trim.
Reporters weren’t allowed to talk to the women to get their
reactions.
AP News
SMITHTOWN, N.Y. (AP) – A trace of nitroglycerin was
found in the wreckage of TWA Flight 800 but probably played
no role in the explosion and may have simply come from a
passenger’s heart medicine, a source said Monday.
The source, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the
nitroglycerin was found on wreckage near the back of the
plane and nowhere near where another explosive chemical –
identified by sources as PETN – was discovered.
The July 17 explosion that broke the plane apart, killing all
230 people aboard, is thought to have occurred near the center
of the plane.
The source who spoke to The Associated Press on Monday
speculated the nitroglycerin could have been brought aboard
by a person with a heart condition.
In addition to its use as an explosive, nitroglycerin is used
for heart conditions such as angina because it dilates blood
vessels. PETN, or pentaerythrite tetranitrate, also has been
used as a heart medication but not in recent years.
On Friday, the FBI announced that it had found “microscop-
ic explosive traces of unknown origin” on the wreckage.
Sources identified the chemical as PETN, found in some plas-
tic explosives.
Nitroglycerin plays no
role in TWA explosion
AP News
LARNACA, Cyprus (AP) – A hijacker claiming
to be armed with a grenade and TNT comman-
deered a Sudanese jetliner carrying about 200 peo-
ple Monday. He demanded asylum in London.
After refueling in Cyprus, Flight 150 of state-run
Sudan Airways took off again bound for Britain.
The hijacker promised to free all 186 passengers
and 13 crew members and surrender once they
reached London, said Glafcos Xenos, a police
spokesman in the control tower at Cyprus’ Larnaca
International Airport.
“He said, ‘I have a grenade and TNT,” Xenos
said. “I only want the plane refueled and to go to
London.’”
CALCUTTA, India (AP) – Mother Teresa
sat up in bed and showed other signs of recov-
ery Monday, following six days of treatment in
a Calcutta hospital for a faltering heart and
lung infection.
“We are very hopeful, though she is still not
out of danger,” said Dr. Sandeep Lahiri, who is
part of a team of six physicians treating the
ailing Catholic nun.
Mother Teresa found the strength to gather
herself up in bed for a few minutes and to
scribble a note saying: “I want to see sisters.” 
Over the weekend, her condition stabilized,
but her heartbeat remained irregular and she
was required to be on a respirator.
AP News
CHICAGO (AP) – Attorney General
Jim Ryan has been diagnosed with a
“highly curable” form of lymph can-
cer,  and he plans to undergo
chemotherapy soon, he said Monday.
“I’m like anyone else – it was a
shock to me initially, a surprise,” said
Ryan, a 50-year-old Republican who
was elected the state’s top attorney in
1994 and has been regarded as a
strong possibility for higher office.
Ryan’s doctors are optimistic that
his lymphoma can be eradicated, and
he will be able to continue his duties
while receiving treatment for three to
six months, he said.
Ryan said he intends to keep as full
a schedule as possible during treat-
ment.
DANVILLE (AP) – Elder James T.
Jackson was just as frustrated as his
neighbors when crowds of drinking,
drug-dealing young people began con-
gregating in his neighborhood.
The rowdy crowds wouldn’t go away;
some even painted gang symbols on
sidewalks and a neighborhood crime
watch sign.
But where others saw a plague to be
driven off, Jackson saw souls to be
saved. He and other members of the New
Jerusalem Church of Christ began
preaching through a bullhorn to the sus-
picious crowds.
MILWAUKEE (AP) – Convicted
killer Raymond Lee Stewart says he is
ready to die after being on Death Row
since 1981.
“I accepted death the day I pulled the
trigger. I’ve been prepared for death for
15 years,” Stewart said in Monday’s
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel based on a
telephone interview from the Pontiac
Correctional Center in Illinois.
Stewart, who was convicted in
Wisconsin of killing two men in Beloit,
is scheduled to die by lethal injection on
Sept. 18 in Illinois for three other mur-
ders there.
He said he hopes his execution will
bring some peace to relatives of his six
victims.
“However I die cannot be as painful as
the deaths I’ve caused others,” he said.
Stewart, 44, who is black, said he
killed Richard Boeck, 21, of Janesville
and Donald Rains, 26, of Beloit, simply
because they were white.
Hijacker demands
airliner to London
Red Cross symbol
misused in battle
Mother Teresa better
after sitting up in bed
Preaching through
bullhorns a success
Attorney General
diagnosed with
curable cancer
Killer ready to die
SMYRNA, Ga. (AP) – Breaking down in tears, the mother
of Olympic bombing suspect Richard Jewell pleaded Monday
for President Clinton to clear her son’s name.
In her first public statement, Barbara Jewell said life has
been a nightmare for herself and her 33-year-old son since he
was named a suspect in the bombing at Atlanta’s Centennial
Olympic Park.
“I am asking the president for help as the head of the
Justice Department and the FBI,” said Mrs. Jewell at a news
conference arranged by her son’s lawyers.
“You have the power to end this nightmare. If the FBI
does not intend to charge my son, please tell us, please tell
the world.” 
The White House had no comment. 
The Justice Department said its investigation continues.
Bombing suspect’s mom
pleads with president
FOR LOWEST AUTO INSUR-
ANCE rates call Bill Hall at HALL
INSURANCE 345-7023 or stop
by 1010 East Lincoln
_______________________8/27
I WILL PAY YOU TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Call Anne 348-1072.
Leave message if no answer.
_______________________8/30
WANT TO LOOK LIKE A MIL-
LION WITHOUT SPENDING IT?
GRAND BALL COSTUMES
RENTS FORMAL WEAR FOR
MEN AND WOMEN AT REA-
SONABLE RATES! SEE COCK-
TAIL DRESSES, GOWNS, AND
TUXES AT 609 SIXTH ST.,
CHARLESTON, OPEN TUES.-
FRI. 10-6, SAT. 10-3
________________________9/6
BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR AN
ENERGETIC TWO year old on
weekends. Times will vary. 581-
5653
_______________________8/30
PART TIME POSITION AVAIL-
ABLE immediately. 10-15 hours
per week plus bonuses. Must be
enthusiastic, dependable and
able to communicate well with the
public. Someone interested in
public relations preferred. Apply
in person at Gandolfi Chiropractic
at 2115 18th St.
_______________________8/28
HELP WANTED: WE ARE
NEEDING a dance teacher
trained in ballet, tap & jazz.
Dance Teaching Experience pre-
ferred. We are also needing gym-
nastics coaches. Call the Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and
Dance 235-1080.
_______________________8/27
LOOKING FOR SOCCER
COACH to work with Mattoon
league 9-11 yr. olds. Must be will-
ing to commit 1-2 evenings a
week. Salary negotiable. Call
234-7739 or 234-4890
_______________________8/27
MATTOON YMCA IS TAKING
applications for fall soccer offi-
cials. If interested stop in at the Y
at 221 North 16th Street or call
the YMCA at 234-9494 and ask
for Dana.
8/30NEED CASH. WE BUY cd’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
NEEDED URGENTLY. TWO
FEMALE GYMNASTIC instruc-
tors for EIU Acro-Imps program.
Call Dr. Scott A.G.M. Crawford at
581-6363
_______________________8/30
DIRECT CARE PROFESSION-
ALS NEEDED in a 24 hour resi-
dential program providing ser-
vices to adults and children with
developmental disabil i t ies.
Evening and weekend shifts
available. Applications may be
picked up at CCAR Industries,
825 18th St., Charleston, IL.
61920. E.O.E.
________________________9/6
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFER-
ENCE. Volunteer for the Coalition
Against Domestic Violence
Hotl ine. Training wil l  begin
September 11th. Those interest-
ed call CADV at (217) 348-5931.
________________________9/3
PERSONAL HEALTH AID
WANTED FOR 26 YEAR old dis-
abled male in Charleston. 5 hours
daily. Bathing, dressing, and toli-
eting required. $6.00/hr. Contact
Mike Jones at 345-5822
________________________9/3
SPRING BREAK ‘97-SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE. STS is hiring CAMPUS
REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to
promote trips to Cancun, Jamaica
and Florida. Call 800-648-4849
for information on joining
America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator.
________________________9/5
BROADWAY JOE’S SPORTS
PUB part-time night and weekend
bartenders and wait staff. Apply
in person. 1412 Broadway,
Mattoon.
_______________________8/30
NEED TUITION MONEY? PIZZA
MONEY or extra cash? Be an
avon ind. representative. Earn
free products, Call 345-4197.
_______________________9/26
NEEDING VOLUNTEERS FOR
CHILDREN’S Health Safety
Awareness Day. One day event
from 9-3 Sat. Sept. 21st. Call
345-4065. Ask for Maria
________________________9/4
BABYSITTER FOR ONE YEAR
OLD ON TUESDAY and
Thursday 9-3:30. References
required. In child care major a
plus. Pays well. Call 348-0719
_______________________8/30
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICA-
TIONS for part-time days. Will
work around schedule. Apply at
Wrangler’s Roast Beef.
_______________________8/30
PRESS HELP WANTED! 10
P.M.-3 A.M. two nights a week.
Apply at Student Publications
Office, MLK Gallery
_______________________8/29
MALE OR FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED FOR LIFE DRAWING
CLASSES. $4.25/hour. Apply at
Art Office, FAA 216.
________________________9/3
LOVING CHRISTIAN COUPLE
WISHING TO ADOPT! We are
eager to share our love & security
with a baby through adoption,
especially, since Judy was adopt-
ed. If you are considering adop-
tion for your baby, please call us
or our attorney, collect: JOHN &
JUDY 618/628-1564 DEBORAH
COBB 618/692-6300.
_______________________8/30
EVER WANTED TO LIVE ON
THE square? Juniors, Seniors &
Graduate students we have the
place for you. Low rent, real nice
place. Need 2 sublessors for
spring & summer. Call 345-9305
for info.
_______________________8/28
SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDI-
ATELY to live in large house 1
block from the square. Please call
348-8275
_______________________8/28
ONE BDR- FURNISHED APT.
ALMOST on campus, $250. All
utilities included, no payment for
winter break.
_______________________8/29
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
AND MICROWAVES. 1/2 prices
til May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
7746
_______________________12/9
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 2-3,
clean, quiet, non-smokers.
Hardwood floors throughout. Low
utilities. many pluses. $210 each
345-2564
_______________________8/27
WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female non-
smoker to share a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
_______________________12/9
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
_______________________12/9
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
FURNISHEED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTE-
NANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-
6000.
_______________________12/9
AVAILABLE NOW 2 BDRM. fur-
nished Apt. Water/Trash paid.
12mo/lease. $420. No pets. 947
4th St. 348-7746
_______________________8/28
1977 14 by 70 2 BDRM 1 1/2
BATH. $9,000. 348-0286
8/27
AVAILABLE NOW!! Very large 2
bedroom apt. Brand new! For 3-4
people, furnished. Close to cam-
pus. Call 349-8824 or leave mes-
sage.
_______________________8/30
CHEAP TRANSPORTATION!
SEE Steve at Owen Honda for
new/used scooters/motorcycles,
422 Madison, 348-5500
_______________________8/28
1982 HONDA MOPED. Great
condition. $450 OBO 581-5234.
_______________________9/10
‘94 TREX 950 DEORE LX.
Complete $325. 345-4499.
_______________________8/30
HIDE A BED COUCH. PRICE
NEG. 348-1301
________________________9/3
CLASS RINGS TOKENS Before
you order your class ring, stop by
Tokens. Precious metal rings
starting at $159.
________________________9/6
FULL SIZE WATER BED in good
condition. $50 OBO 581-8015
_______________________8/27
TREK 930 WITH ROCK SHOX.
Good condition many extras.
$500 345-3925.
_______________________8/28
1994 SCHWIN FRONTIER
mountain bike. $140.00 OBO Call
Carl 581-6512
_______________________8/30
AIR CONDITIONER FOR SALE.
120 volts, great for older homes.
$85. Call 345-9660
_______________________8/28
QUEEN SIZE SOFA SLEEPER.
$375 OBO 345-6903
_______________________8/29
COMPAQ 4/25E NOTEBOOKS-
25MHZ 486-DX proc./math co
proc. b/w vga display, 8mb ram,
120 mb disk, 9600 baud fax
modem, 3 hr. batt, a/c adapt. win
3.1, manuals. (90 day warr, Visa
accept.) 645.00+tax. Use for
internet, wp, homework,
lotus/excell, act. Call Reliable
Computer Co. 800-323-6618 or
847-705-0700
_______________________8/30
**ATTENTION NRHH MEM-
BERS. OUR MEETINGS WILL
BE HELD IN THE KANSAS
ROOM IN THE UNION. TUES-
DAYS AT 6 P.M.
_______________________8/27
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435
_______________________12/9
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL! Call
European Tan Spa 345-911+1
_______________________8/30
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
and microwaves. 1/2 prices til
May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
7746
_______________________12/9
WELCOME BACK LASO MEM-
BERS! Hope you had a great
summer! And I hope to see you at
the picnic on Tuesday. Teresa
_______________________8/27
DELTA SIGMA PI CO-ED busi-
ness fraternity will be hosting fall
recruitment starting Tuesday Aug.
27 at 7 p.m. in Coleman
Auditorium
_______________________8/27
COME JOIN US EVERY
WEDNESDAY at 6:30 for bingo.
Charleston Elks. 720 6th St. 18
and older
_______________________8/28
TO THE SWEET MEN OF
SIGMA PI. Thanks for the roses
on my birthday. You guys are the
greatest. Love, Quincy.
_______________________8/27
TONIGHT AT TED’S-50 CENT
domestic drafts and $1.00
domestic bottles. NO COVER!
Doors open at 8 p.m.
_______________________8/29
STIPP, IT’S NICE TO SEE you
finally found your true love! Nair
_______________________8/27
STIPP, CONGRATULATIONS ON
GETTING LAVALIERED TO
KENDALL. PAJ
_______________________8/27
ALPHA PSI  OMEGA (theatre fraternity) audition workshop, today .
Check theatre bulletin board for times/details.
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL Education “Family Fun Festival”   at 8
a.m. - 3 p.m. , September 21, at Lake Land College.  Special Olympian
volunteers are needed.  Volunteer forms available in 101 EIU.  
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the
Heritage room of MLK Union.  Come & see what we’re about.
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. are looking for MALES to participate in
our 1st Annual Mr. Zeta Phi Beta Contest.  For more details please
contact the Zeta house @ 7089.  Serious inquiries need apply ASAP.
S.A.M. - Society for Advancement of Management officers meeting at
5 p.m. tonight in Lumpkin Hall Lounge.  All members welcome to
attend.
BLACK STUDENT UNION 1st meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the
Charleston/Mattoon room 3rd floor of MLK Union.  Come find out what
it’s really about.  Everyone welcomed.
BETA PHI PI fraternity “Informational” at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the Casey
room of University Union.
ZETA PHI BETA sorority, Inc. is looking for acts for our Annual Back To
School Bash/Talent show.  Please call the Zeta house @ 7089 or talk
to any Zeta for more information.
PHI SIGMA PI meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Effingham room.  Exec.
Board meeting at 6:30 p.m., please contact H. Gill at 348-1942 if you
cannot attend.
NAIT meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Klehm Hall student lounge.
Everyone is welcome.
E.I.U. DANCERS meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Dance Studio
McAfee.  Officers will meet at 6:30 p.m.  It’s important all existing mem-
bers show up.
UB HOMECOMING meeting at 9 p.m. tonight in the Martinsville room.
Call Stuart if you cannot attend.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA pizza fundraiser tonight.  Don’t forget to
order Papa Johns and mention ESA for Easter Seals today.
NRHH meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Kansas room.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT Organization “Annual Cookout” at 5
p.m. tonight at the Campus Pond.  Welcome back  members.  Come
join us for fun and games.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER “ASB Planning Committee “ meet-
ing at 6 p.m. Wednesday, August 28, in the Paris room.  If you cannot
attend please call the office at 348-0230.
DELTA SIGMA PI “Meet the Chapter” at 7 p.m. tonight in the Coleman
Auditorium.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation at 8 - 9
p.m. tonight in the Newman Chapel, corner of 9th & Lincoln.
PHI BETA KAPPA “Reception to honor Phi Theta Kappa” community
transfer students at 2-3 p.m. today in the 1895 room in University
Union, (2nd floor  near Grand Ballroom).  RSVP 581-2017.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA/Pre-Law Society 1st meeting for Fall ‘96 at
2:30 p.m. today in CH 206.  Information on membership, mock trials,
guest speakers, and L.S.A.T. prep course.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, & Allies Union meeting at 7 p.m. tonight
in 228 Coleman Hall.  Fun events with everyone welcome.
EIU BOWLING CLUB meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Union bowling
lanes for interested men and women.  We will also begin bowling.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass at 1 p.m. today at the Newman
Chapel, corner of 9th & Lincoln.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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BIRTHDAY AND
BACHELOR/ETTE SURPRISES
ARE EASY WITH GAGS,
GAMES, AND GIFTS FROM
GRAND BALL COSTUMES &
MORE! 609 SIXTH,
CHARLESTON. OPEN TUES.-
FRI., 10-6, SAT. 10-3. IF YOU
LIKE SPENCER’S GIFTS,
YOU’LL LOVE US!
________________________9/6
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
TRANSFER STUDENTS who are
initiates of the honorary society
PHI THETA KAPPA are invited to
have punch and cookies with
EIU’s Honors Programs Director
and EIU Phi Beta Kappa faculty
on TUESDAY, AUGUST 27, 2-3
p.m., 1895 ROOM, UNIVERSITY
UNION. (2nd floor, near Grand
Ballroom). R.S.V.P. 581-2017
_______________________8/27
AnnouncementsAnnouncements
THIS SPACE 
FOR RENT
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The Original Dead/PhishNight
By DJ Aaron
on
Tue 9 - 1
$100 $175Rolling RockShot Specials HeinekenBottles
Also playing some other 
artists, including 
Bob Marley
 the daily eastern news
...your link
to the world.
IRVING, Texas (AP) – Who
will or won’t play for the Super
Bowl champion Dallas Cowboys
in their regular season opener in
Chicago next Monday night was
the question.
Wide receiver Michael Irvin,
defensive end Shante Carver, and
tight end Jay Novacek won’t.
Irvin and Carver are serving NFL
suspensions and Novacek has a
degenerative disc in his back
which needs rest.
Coach Barry Switzer, who
calls his team the thinnest in
football – and he’s not talking
calories – said he thinks running
back Emmitt Smith, offensive
lineman Mark Tuinei, corner-
back-wide receiver Deion
Sanders and tight end Erik
Bjornson will take the field
against the Bears.
“We think Emmitt and Mark
will be able to go,” Switzer said.
“We’ll know for sure later in
the week.” 
Smith was getting treatment
for a sprained knee and didn’t
practice. Nor did Tuinei, who has
a sprained knee ligament.
Bjornson, nursing a pulled
hamstring, worked out in shorts
and pads.
“We’re counting on Bjornson
playing,” Switzer said.”We need
him in there particularly if we
run two tight end sets.” 
Free agent pickup Derek Ware,
who played for Cincinnati and
Atlanta, caught two touchdown
passes against the Oiler to make
the team.
Sanders, who bruised a shoul-
der Saturday in the Cowboys’
preseason finale against Houston,
attended the brief practice.
Smith and Sanders weren’t
talking about their injuries,
although Smith was walking
without a limp and historically
has been a fast healer.
“I think I’ll be able to go but
I’ll just have to see what happens
when I get people pushing on
me,” Tuinei said. “We have a lot
of injuries. Maybe the most
we’ve ever had. We’ve got to
find a way to weather the storm.” 
If Tuinei can’t play, Larry
Allen will switch from right
guard to left tackle and George
Hegamin will fill for Allen.
Guard Nate Newton said it was
time the Cowboys quit worrying
about who was hurt.
“We’ve got to quit whining,”
Newton said. “It’s time to work
through this thing. It’s time to
start playing football and quit
worrying about who is here. It’s
time to rock and get nasty and
mean. No excuses. I’m telling
you Tuinei will play and Emmitt
will play.” 
Defensive ends Tony Tolbert
and Charles Haley, both nursing
injuries, were expected to start
for the Cowboys.
“Tony has two tender knees
and we’re always worried about
Haley’s back,” Switzer said.
Injuries plague Cowboys
Bold indicates home game
* Indicates Missouri Valley Conference game 
* Indicates conference games- Indiana State designated as a
OVC game in 1996 only
Date Opponent Time 
TC
Aug. 31 
Sept. 7 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 11
Sept. 14 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 20 
Sept. 22
Sept. 27 
Oct. 4 
Oct. 6
Oct. 12 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 18 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 23 
Oct. 27
Oct. 30 
Nov. 2 
Nov. 7-10
Loyola
@ Middle Tennessee
@ Tennessee Tech
@ Lewis 
vs. N. Dakota @ Ames
vs. Iowa State @ Ames
Eastern Michigan 
Arkansas-Little Rock
Northern Illinois
@ Dayton
Southwest Missouri*
Depaul
Western Michigan
Creighton*
Memphis
@ Evansville*
@ Valparaiso*
St. Louis
@ Ilillinois State
MVC Championship
4:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.
Noon
4:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. 
TBA
1996 Women’s
soccer schedule
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) – Reggie Miller
denied Monday that he had issued an ultima-
tum seeking a $10 million contract from the
Indiana Pacers and said the length of the
contract is the major stumbling block in
negotiations.
It was widely reported last week that the
free agent guard would be willing to sit out
the 1996-97 season unless the Pacers offered
him $10 million. The report stemmed from
an interview on ESPN’s “Up Close and
Personal.’’ “I don’t know where the ultima-
tum is coming from. I never gave the Pacers
an ultimatum,’’ Miller said Monday in a
telephone interview with WTHR-TV.
“Where at all did I say, `This is what I
want,’ in that interview.’’ In the ESPN inter-
view, Miller was asked if $10 million a year
would produce a contract and he said, “If it
was $10 million, I would sign today.’’ 
On Monday, he said, “I never said I was
going to sit out. ... I said first of all, it would
be unfortunate for me to sit out. Of course,
if my deal is not done, I’m not going to
come to training camp.’’ He said money is
not the issue in the stalled negotiations.
“It doesn’t matter if the number is $2 mil-
lion or $20 million.
There’s other things in this contract that
I’m more concerned about than the money.
The money will take care of itself,’’ he said.
“I want to finish my career with the
Pacers,’’ said Miller, who celebrated his
31st birthday last week and has been with
Indiana for all nine of his NBA seasons. “I
want a five-year deal. ... The Pacers want to
give me a two or three-year deal. ... They
want an out in the contract. I don’t want an
out.’’ terminate it after two or three years.
Reggie Miller
denies ultimatum
10 Tuesday, August 27, 1996 The Daily Eastern News
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(formerly Studio 3)
First Time ClientsRecieve a $500 Haircut with this AdCall for an appointment345-4269
1113 E. Lincoln • Charleston • 345-4269 • Expires Sept.30
Roc’s
Frooo mmm   theee   Kiii tccc heee nnn ... ... ...
$2 OFF any large pizza
All Import 
Draft Pints
• Becks
• Harp
• Guinness Stout
• Pilsner Urquell
$1OFF
Frooo mmm   theee   Baaa r... ... ...
Import Draft Day
BELL’S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN
RED ROSES
$19.95 WRAPPED
$24.95 VASED
1335 Monr oe 345-3919
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By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
One of the main qualities of a good outside hitter is
experience.
Fortunately for the Panthers, they have two seniors at
the outside hitter position.
The outside hitters this year are senior Vanessa Wells,
freshman Meleah Cutler, senior Jennifer Damon, sopho-
more Sara Davenport  and sophomore Missy
Hollenkamp. Eastern’s other outside hitter last year,
Lindsey Celba, has been moved to the middle hitter
position.
The leader of this group is senior Vanessa Wells. In
1995, she was named to the Mid-Continent Conference
championship all-tournament team with 24 kills/21 dig
and 19 kill/20 dig performances. 
She was also named tournament MVP of the EIU
Ramada Invitational and earned All-Tournament honors
at the Eastern Kentucky University Volleyfest.
During the 1995 season, Damon came away with a
spot on the DePaul Revlon All-tournament Team and
was also named an AAU volleyball All-American in
1993.
Cutler, a Shelbyville native, is the youngest player in
the group of outside hitters.
She was an all-state honorable mention in 1994, and
in 1995 she was an all area selection. 
In addition to this, she was named the MVP of the
Mattoon Tournament in 1995.
Davenport played in 11 matches last year. During the
spring season she was trained as a right side hitter and
responded with 1.3 blocks per game.
Hollenkamp also performed well against good com-
petition last year.   
Against the University of Missouri she had nine kills,
nine digs, and two blocks and against the University of
Illinois she had nine kills.
“Most of the players get intimidated against the big-
ger schools,” Hollenkamp said.
“But it doesn’t bother me, it actually pumps me up
and makes me play better.”
It doesn’t really bother Wells that she is one of the
veterans at the outside hitter position.
“It helps out a lot when you have a couple of years
under your belt,” Wells said.
And this experience has paid off as Hollenkamp said
that both Wells and Damon have shown leadership roles
by helping everybody move along.
“We all help each other out,” said Hollenkamp. “If
somebody is having a bad day, we all try to cheer them
up.”
Head coach Betty Ralston said that there has been
some problems in the past in the outside hitting posi-
tion, but she hopes to improve on them this year.
“I’m hoping they do very well,” Ralston said. “There
has been a problem in the past with unforced errors so
we need to work on decreasing that problem and
improving our hitting percentage.”
According to Ralston, the outside hitter has a very
important job.
“They serve receive on defense,” Ralston said. “Also,
if there is a bad pass to the setter, the set usually goes to
the outside hitter and they also have to hit against a
double block usually.”
And with Wells and Damon being the veterans of this
outside hitting corps, they will have important jobs this
year.
“They have the most experience so they lead by
example,” Ralston said. “If they cut down on their
errors everyone else will too.”
This year Eastern starts off by playing against Ohio
Universi ty,  Mississippi  Universi ty and Indiana
University in the South Florida Invitational and Wells
hopes the team will perform well.
“It will be a real challenge for us starting off against
those teams but hopefully the team can rise to the occa-
sion and play well,” Wells said.
Outside hitter position stacked with experience 
HOUSTON (AP) – St. Louis
Cardinals  pi tcher Donovan
Osborne was arrested early
Monday on charges of public
intoxication and criminal tres-
pass for  refusing to leave a
night club.
Osborne,  27,  the winning
pitcher in the Cardinals’ 1-0
victory over the Houston Astros
Friday night, was booked about
3:20 a.m.and released about 1{
hours later.
On Monday, Osborne issued a
statement apologizing to fans
and the team.
“I regret last night’s actions,
and I apologize to those whom I
have embarrassed, including the
St. Louis Cardinals organization
and its fans,’’ he said. 
“I intend to put this incident
behind me as quickly as possi-
ble, and I assure everyone that I
will make every effort to pre-
vent anything like this from
happening again.’’ 
The Cardinals had no com-
ment on the incident.
Osborne posted a $200 bond
on the public intoxicat ion
charge and $300 on the criminal
trespass count.
Both are misdemeanor
charges, each carrying a fine of
up to $500.
Details of the incident were
sketchy,  Houston police
spokesman Fred King said.
Osborne was at a club called
The Roxy when police were
summoned, he said.
Officers said Osborne was
obviously intoxicated and when
he refused to leave the club at
2:45 a.m., he was charged with
the second offense.
King said Osborne was not
alone but it was uncertain if his
companions were other mem-
bers of the team.
The Cardinals lost to Houston
4-1 in a Sunday night game.
Osborne, a starting pitcher
with an 11-8 record this year,
did not play.
Cards pitcher arrested
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) –
Raymont Harris might start at
tailback.
He might start at fullback.
Either way, the Chicago Bears’
“ultraback’’ says he’ll definitely
be ready for his first game in
almost a year.
Rashaan Salaam, a 1,000-yard
rusher as a rookie last season,
didn’t practice Monday because
of knee and hamstring injuries. If
he isn’t ready for next Monday
night’s opener against Dallas,
Harris might play tailback.
Coach Dave Wannstedt also is
considering Robert Green as
Salaam’s replacement. Harris
would then stay at fullback,
where he excelled as a rookie
two years ago before a broken
collarbone ruined his 1995 sea-
son.
“We’re looking forward to
having Rashaan play this week.
He’s our big gun and we’re
going to need him,’’ Harris said.
``But I pride myself on being the
type of player who can come in
and do whatever the team
needs.”
“The positions are inter-
changeable in our offense. We
have the same running plays. I’m
still going to catch the ball. I
won’t be blocking as much,
which may or may not be a bad
thing.’’ Simply playing is a good
thing for Harris, whose collar-
bone snapped on the Bears’ sec-
ond offensive play of 1995. He
missed the rest of the season.
“Coming off a year where I
anticipated a lot of good things,
for it to be cut short so quickly,
I’m so excited just to be out
there,’’ he said. “But it’s intensi-
fied 1,000 times playing on
Monday night against the
defending Super Bowl champi-
ons.’’ 
The happy-go-lucky Harris
began calling himself an “ultra-
back’’ as his role increased in
1994. A fourth-round draft pick
from Ohio State who had been
converted from tailback to full-
back, Harris became a dangerous
runner (464 yards on 123 carries)
and a receiver (39 catches for
236 yards).
Wannstedt had big plans for
him last year before the injury,
and the coach has even higher
expectations this season.
“In the preseason, he was
among league leaders in recep-
tions and was averaging about 6
yards a carry running. I don’t see
any reason why that shouldn’t
continue through the regular sea-
son,’’ Wannstedt said.
“Unfortunately, Rashaan’s hurt
now. But with those two guys in
the backfield, we’ll have as good
a 1-2 punch as anybody in the
league.’’ 
Green, meanwhile, is upset
that Wannstedt might shift Harris
to tailback. Green is listed as
Salaam’s backup, a status he
earned by rushing for 570 yards
(5.3 yards per carry) as a starter
last year.
Raymont Bears’ new ‘ultraback
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Friends&Co
Tuesday:
$2 00 12oz
import bottles
Mon-Thur
7:00 p.m-
1:00 a.m
Fri & Sat
5:00 p.m-
1:00 a.m
509 Van Buren       345-2380
Corona Dos Equis Heineken Bass
Guinness Harp Moosehead 
Labatt Blue Grolsch Red Stripe
St. Pauli Light and Dark
Restaurant, Sports Bar
& Banquet Facility
Country  Music 8-10 p.m
Classic Rock 10 p.m - close
Try our new
interactive Trivia 
Drink Specials -
Bud Light, Miller Light
16 oz Drafts $125
Frozen Mixers Sm.$210
Lg. $310
Try our New Dance Floor
Stix Expr ess
Lunch Daily
in 15 minutes
or Fr ee
Dinner Special - 
Smothered Chicken
$6.25
Carry-out Available 345-7849
Never A Cover
By JESSIE DELIO
Staff writer
Starting its second official year, the
women’s soccer team is playing in the
Missouri Valley Conference for the first time.
And the 16 returning players will have the
opportunity to compete in one of the nation’s
top conferences.
The pressure that accompanied lasts year’s
rookies has been relieved as the players have
grown accustomed to the styles of women’s
soccer head coach Steve Ballard.
“The girls are more relaxed now and they
are feeling pretty good about each other,”
Ballard said.
There is a lot of competition among the
players this year – competition the returning
players are heavily involved in. 
There are three goalkeepers, Angel
Giangiorgi, Jenny Vargas and Kate Binder
battling for the starting position. 
Sophomore Beth Aussin, who scored 23
points to lead the team last year, and
Sophomore Tracie Strother, who was injured
in the beginning of the sea-
son but came back to score
13 points, are the top return-
ing forwards.
Junior Kendra
Williamson and sophomore
Tiffanie Bosely will return
to the midfield this season.
And Heather Ory, Tara
Kinney, Jeanne Walsh and
Diane Markus are back for
their second season with the Panthers.
Ballard said the experience the returning
players bring to the team has helped both
practices and performance.
“Now that the players know what I expect
from them, it is much easier to practice and
the team is much improved,” he said.
Sophomore goalkeeper Jenny Vargas
agreed, saying, “Practices have gone a lot
smoother, and we seem to have a better hang
of things.”
The fitness of the returners is “much better”
and there is a “very good gel” between the
newcomers and the returning players, accord-
ing to Ballard.
“The communication between the players is
also very good this year,” he said.
While there are several positive aspects the
returners have to offer, the midfielders seem to
be standing out.
“The midfielder’s have shown the biggest
improvement so far this year,” Ballard said.
And the returners have also improved as a
team from playing and lifting together.
“The players have really grown more
mature as a team,” Ballard said.
Sophomore forward Tracy Strother said the
team’s maturity is evident. 
“We are a lot farther now than we were this
time last year,” she said. “It is clear that we
are stepping up and pushing really hard.
Having another year of playing experience
will improve the team.”
There already is a show of improvement
according to Vargas.
“The team is improved as we have become
quicker by picking up the speed,” she said.
Vargas also said the team’s goals have to be
high for the season. 
Returning players set to lead team in MVC
Steve Ballard
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR. / Photo editor
Sophomore Tracie Strother is greeted by sophomore Beth Aussin and others after scoring one of Eastern’s six goals in a 6-0 exhibition route
Saturday. The Panthers begin the season for real on Saturday versus Loyola-Chicago. Eastern will be looking to avenge last year’s 2-0 loss at
Loyola.
Kalamazoo. One of
those big statements, men-
tioned by the coaching
staff throughout camp, is
that championships don’t
come easy. 
There is no arguing with
the coaches about that
statement because Western
Michigan is not going to
be an easy opponent. Still,
the feeling one gets by
being around the Panthers
during their practice ses-
sions is that they have the
desire to win a conference
championship. So if
Eastern wants to win a
conference title, Western
Michigan is probably the
place to start.
Eastern starting quarter-
back Mike Simpson has
also made some state-
ments regarding the
Western Michigan game.
“ (Western Michigan) is
what we want because it
will be a new challenge
for us,” Simpson said. 
Without question,
Thursday night’s game
against the Broncos will
be challenging and chal-
lenges are exactly what the
Panthers need early on
because it is likely that
there will be a few more
waiting for the Panthers
later in the season. 
Even veteran right tack-
le Brian McGavock is
looking forward to the
opportunity of playing
against Western Michigan.
“If we can win up there
we will open up some eyes
and the other teams in the
conference will take a seri-
ous look at us,”
McGavock said. 
The chance to open up
eyes begins in two days. 
It has been the state-
ment “Beat Western
Michigan,” though, that
has been the most preva-
lent one shouted around
the Panthers’ practice field
over the last couple of
weeks and now that
opportunity is almost here.
Whether the Panthers
live up to this statement or
not, will be determined on
Thursday night. 
LESTER from page 12
and McClements said improvement
will come as the season moves along.
“It was the first time the guys were
in a game situation and it is going to
take awhile for the players to gel as a
team,” McClements said. 
“It will happen, though.”
Eastern’s next test will be against
Northeastern Illinois University this
Sunday at Lakeside Field at 2 p.m. and
McClements is expecting a good game
in what will be both teams’ season
openers.
“They (Northeastern) have made a
lot of additions to their team and should
be a good test  for  us on Sunday,”
McClements said.
SOCCER from page 12
NEW YORK (AP) –
The New York Mets,
frustrated that their young
players failed to play up
to expectations, fired
manager Dallas Green on
Monday and replaced him
with former Texas
Rangers manager Bobby
Valentine.
The Mets hoped to
contend for a playoff spot
this season, but instead
slid to a 59-72 mark. 
They are fourth in the
NL East, 23 games
behind first-place Atlanta,
and 12 games behind
Montreal for the wild-
card slot.
“Since spring training,
we haven’t done as well
as we anticipated,’’ Mets
general manager Joe
McIlvaine admitted.
Injuries and inconsis-
tency, especially to the
highly touted trio of
young pitchers Bill
P u l s i p h e r , J a s o n
Isringhausen and Paul
Wilson, were prime rea-
sons for the poor mark.
Last week, Green, 62,
lashed out at Wilson and
Isringhasuen, saying they
didn’t belong in the
majors.
Those comments,
McIlvaine said, contribut-
ed to costing Green his
job.
Valentine, 46, was pro-
moted from managing the
Mets’ Triple-A Norfolk
team.
The Mets also dis-
missed pitching coach
Greg Pavlick and bench
coach Bobby Wine, a
longtime friend of Green.
Bob Apodaca,
Norfolk’s pitching coach,
was promoted to take
Pavlick’s spot, and part-
time coach Rafael
Landestoy was made full-
time.
“Our hope with this
change is that the younger
players can begin to blos-
som more,’’ McIlvaine
said.
Mets give Green the boot
r 
--- ---
New"fac.e~; top '96 linebackers 
Brian Lester 
Sports editor 
Panthers need to 
seiie opportunity at 
Western Michigan 
Rodney·, Wilson 
sole returner frorri 
last year's gr~up 
By BRtAN LESTER 
Sports editor 
If anything can be said about this year's 
group of linebackers. it is that they will be 
the-newest group on a football team gunrung 
for a second straight trip to the playoffs. 
"We're the newest out there this year 
because we only have one returning starter 
in Rodney Wilson," defensive coordinator 
John Smith said after Monday night's prac-
Well, the week Eastern's foot-
ball team has 'been waiting for 
since its playoff loss to Stephen F. 
Austin last November is finally 
here. and that means the Panthers' 
run for a return uip to the postsea-
son will be underway starting 
Thursday night in Kalamazoo tice;'Wilson is a great leader and h~ has 
a~ai~st,. Division I Western stepped into that leadership role for us." 
' Mtchigan. . . . Wilson is the team's top returning tackler ~es. 1 S&Jd Western Mt~hi~an, because. of the loss of Tim Carver, as he 
as tn the same. Western Mtclugan ~a e 58 solo tackles during the 1995 sea-
team that wtll take on West 
&ukrn lwbachr Rodney WilSon ~acts to a comntDII m.atk lTy oM of his temnmat~s on 
Monday aft~mOOfJ aft~r practic~. Wilson, who is a junior, is the only muming liMbaclcer from 
last yuzr's kam that went 10..2 and advanced to the Division I M playoift. East~m's 1996 sea-
Virginia in the second .week of~ Wilson was also in on 40 assisted tackles 
seaso? and went 7-4 10 the MJd- last year and he also racked up three quarter-
~~ Conference last year. back sacks. 
son operu up on Tluusday night against Wutem Michigan ill ~. · 
Panthers' all-time leading tackler. through Smitb•s bead since the Western 
Michigan game is drawing closer and the 
fact that Western Michigan bas its system 
down pat is one of them. 
~~s ts also the s~e Western All of thi s added up to a spot as the 
Mtch~gan team that ts the only Gateway Conference's 13th best tackler in 
~ tn the MAC to never have a the 1995 season. 
losmg sc:ason. • Besides the experience of Wilson, though. 
Looking back ~~ the ~a~~ers the Panthers will be relying on a younger 
track. record agatnst Dtvtston 1 group of players to step up and fill the voids 
fo.es to ~he last few y~ars. one left from last year. 
mt&;bt think that Eastern chances Lance Lohrenz is one of those players 
agatDSt the Broncos art ah?ut as who will be filling in this season, as he is 
!Jood ~~ch:re~ of passmg an trans ferring in from Scottsdale, Ariz. 
"Rodney Pontes and Tom Pjat.alc. are bat-
tling for the starting job right now but 
Carver is a bard player to replace," Smith 
said. 
untey don't lack the intensity Carver had 
but they still have to get a feel for the game 
situations." 
Pontes jaaior transfer from the College of 
Siskiyous and Pjatak is from Milford 
Academy. 
"Western Michigan has an advantage 
because they have bad their offensive sys-
tem in place for the last l 0 years even 
though they do have some new guys," Smith 
said. 
v c 05 ass. Community College. 
In 1993. t~e Panthers w~re And according to Smith, Lohrenz is fit-
~unk by Na.vy 10 a 31 - 10 drubbmg ting in pretty well in the defensive scheme. 
As for the key to staying competitive this 
year, Smith says learning the position is 
where it all has to begin. 
"Our defensive ~oystem bas only been in 
place for two years now and there are still 
some things we hue •oJ,t oat taa iC •••aa 
though it did work pretty well last year ... 
Nevertheless. Smith does have a game 
plan in mind for his linebacker crew when 
they t.a1c.e the field on Thursday night. 10 Annapolis. ''He was with us last spring during our 
.In 1994 the results were the drills and he his really smart because he 
same. f.:as.~ was dealt two loss- knows our system," Smith said. 
es ~ Di~tSIOD I opponents, as the Replacing Tim Carver, though, is the 
U01versaty of Tex~s-El Paso biggest task facing Smith 's defense this sla-
s~uck b~ EaTstero wtdthNa 22h·20 son and there is actually a two-way battle 
vtctory to exas an ort ern k ' 1 f ' JI h 1 f b h Ill. · dr d th p th . ta . ang p ace to 1 t e gap e t y t e 
"I think the linebacker position is the 
hardest position to play in the game," Smith 
said. 
"They have to be able to direct the 
defense, know bow to play the run and kno-w 
how to play the pass. It's a lot for the new 
guys to learn but they are coming along." 
Still, there are some concerns running 
"Western Michigan bas a great wide 
receiver and a Lreat tailback but our guys 
have been wortiDg bard and they just have 
keep them contained by making tackles and 
not allowing them to make any big plays," 
Smith said. 
mots oppe e an ers m 
near-nawless fashion with a 49-
. 17 win in Dekalb. 
Granted. a blocked field-goal 
attempt during a fourth-quarter 
M9n's soccer team bows 3-1 in exhibition 
raiJy stopped the Panthers from By 8RIAN LESTER 
winning the game against UTEP. Sports editor 
but the point is that the odds don't ~==-==:....._ _____ _ 
seem like they are not quite on 
Eastern's side going into this ball-
game. 
So if all of the facts mentioned 
above are unfavorable to the 
Panthers, then that means come 
Thursday night, Wes tern 
Michigan's Waldo Stadium turns 
into the site of Eastern's first loss 
of the year and the game scenario 
will go something like this : 
Eastern wilJ be dominated from 
the get go, end up with a devastat-
.ing loss and an 0-1 start to the 
season. 
Eastern's me n's soccer team 
went into Friday's exhibition 
game against the University of 
Illinois at Springfield looking to 
avenge a 5-0 loss from last sea-
son. 
Instead, it came back with a 3-
lloss. 
Still, it was only an exhjbition 
game and first-year head coach 
Tim McClements said he saw 
both positives and negatjves in 
the team's first contest against 
another school 'in 1996. 
''There were some good parts 
and there were some bad parts in 
the game," McClements said . 
"We were missing a few players 
because of injury and health." 
Goalie Brian Ritcbel was o ne 
of the players sent to the injury 
list when he injured his knee dur-
ing the game. . 
Henry Ospina, who played in 
1994 but sat out last season. was 
also out with an injury and did not 
play in the exhibition game. 
"You don't want something like 
that to happen anytime but its 
really unfortunate when it hap-
pens during an exhibition game," 
McClemeots said. 
McClements adds that. 
Ritscbel•s status for the team's 
season opener bas not been deter-
mined yet. 
One of the positives 
McClements did 
notice in the coo-
test~ was that his 
team developed 
scoring opportuni-
ties early on. 
However, the play-
ers were never Brian 
able to capitalize Ritschel 
on the opportuni-
ties. 
'We developed a lot of oppor-
tunities to score dwing the game 
but we just weren•t able to finish 
them," McCJements said. "We did 
maintain possession of the ball 
pretty well but at times we gave 
up the ball too. We just went 
through a lot of bot and cold 
speJls during the game." 
In the first half, though, the 
Panthers were playing even with 
Illinois Springfield as the 
Panthers played to a 1-1 tie at the 
break. Eastern's Brian Holcombe 
put in tbe lone goal for Eastern. 
But things changed in tbe sec-
ond half for the Panthers, as 
Illinois Springfield knocked in 
two goaJs to tate bome ~ 3-1 
victory at home. 
"We put a lot of freshmen in 
tbe second half but they ffi4 weD 
and they are starting to get used to 
e8cb other." McClements said. 
Nevertheless, it was tbe fust 
time tbe team had an opportunity 
to play against another school and 
Se~ SOCCER page 11 
But these bits of infonnation 
about how Western Michigan has 
the upper band in this m.atchup 
does oot mean Eastern has to just 
fold up now and save themselves 
the trouble of even making the Members chosen for AD search committee 
trip. 
I mean, it is obvious that the 
outcome of the game is up to the 
Panthers and not the infonnation 
that I have filled jUs space with. 
And there have been plenty of 
statement• floating around t,he 
practice field ov~ tbe lut ooople 
of weeu reprdiug tbis game to 
prove tbe halben bow the road 
bact to success begins in 
Kalamazoo, • 
Vice Pr~sident for Student 
Affain/Actipg Athletic Director 
Lou Heaken announced Monday 
the lO member search committee 
which will select the replace-
ment for former Athletic 
Director Bob McBee. 
Gail Richard, Eastern's 
NCAA faculty Repre11entative 
and Faculty Senate and 
Intercollegiate Board cba.ir, will 
chair dJe .eJection committee. 
The memben aepeeeeot differ-
ent areas tfvougbou~ the univer-
shy. 
Tbe other nine members are 
Jim Hana, dire<:tor of develop-
ment: Judy James, profeasor of 
zooloJY, representin& the 
Jntercolleaiate Athletic board; 
John Aynn. director of finaDcial 
aid, ropresentiaa tbe Staff 
Senate; Tim Thompson, presi-
dent of the Student-Athlete 
Boucl. ~-die lftldeat 
body; Gordon Short, an area 
businessman, representing the 
Panther Club Board; Dave 
KidweU, EIU sports infonnation 
director. ~tins tbe athletic 
staff non-coaches; Bob Spoo, 
bead football coach, represent-
ina tbe coac:bina staff; Phoebe 
Cburcb, PE de~nt chair; 
ud Cecilia Briabr, an at-larje 
appoinree by Prelideat Joms. 
In dJe ~ tt.ken said be 
.... .. •• • ... witl 'llne 
Jts first meetiaa ia eariJ 
September. 
'We will awt accepcing appli-
cations oa Sept. 1," be said. 
"The clotina deadline is Oct. 15. 
The position Will be advertised 
in the NCAA News, the 
Chronicle of Hiper Education 
md otbor- rellred publicationl. 
•we bave also corrppoacled 
witb select athletic ctirecton 
tbrouabout tbe Uaitecl States 
I"''S£2 He tlley ...... tiaff 
MMifar NCCJ • eeejlt c•• I 2 I " 
